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Loop Tag Alarm
Protect open merchandise 
and improve store security



Loop Tag Alarm

Product Features
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Loop Tag Alarm is an all-in-one EAS gate sensor solution. It 
is easy to set up and is equipped with a tether to strap on to 
the merchandise. The Loop Tag Alarm securely safeguards 
merchandise from potential offenders while keeping it accessible 
for honest customers. Attempting to remove the Loop Tag 
Alarm or take the product out of the store will cause the device 
to alarm. Additional security for displayed or multi-component 
items is available by using secondary security cables.

	◆ Battery lifetime: Approximately 2 years

	◆ Replaceable CR2450 battery

	◆ Alarm volume: >95db

	◆ Full alarm: 5 min.

	◆ Pre-alarm: 3 short beeps

	◆ AM (58kHz) / RF (8.2MHz)

	◆ 2 & 3 alarm options available

	◆ Covers product up to 48mm in diameter or circumference of 150mm

	◆ Disarms using standard siffron magnetic detacher Easy to install



Improve store security
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How it works

The Loop Tag Alarm is 
equipped with a tether to 
strap on to the merchandise.  

If product is tampered, 
or removed from store, 
the alarm will alert staff 
and help prevent loss.

2 alarm or 3 alarm 
options are available.

1st alarm:     
Manipulating or removing Loop 
Tag Alarm from merchandise 
triggers Tag to alarm

Store Merchandise

Product Display

Product Displays - Items 
set up for store promotion 
are vulnerable to potential 
offenders. Loop Tag Alarms 
eliminate possible theft by 
securely attaching to the 
displayed merchandise 
while keeping it accessible 
for legitimate shoppers.

Store Merchandise - Protect 
high dollar and high theft 
store merchandise of any size. 
Handheld home appliances, 
electronic devices, even 
bicycles can be easily 
tagged and protected.

Protect merchandise of any size

2nd alarm:  
Armed Tag triggers EAS 
Systems to alarm

3rd alarm:    
AM or RF antenna or deactivator 
signals Tag to alarm



Phone  1.800.422.2547   call toll-free in North America
Fax   1.800.422.2502   fax us your purchase order
Web www.siffron.com   find and buy resources online

Ordering is easy!

8181 Darrow Road
Twinsburg, OH 44087

Prevent theft
All-in-one EAS gate sensor solution.  

Easy to set up
Tag is equipped with tether to strap on to the merchandise. 

Protect merchandise of any size
Protect high dollar items such as handheld home appliances,          
electronic devices and even bicycles.

Loop Tag Alarm


